“ Jay was absolutely
phenomenal. He was so calm
& collected, our ceremony
was perfectly us. We had so
much fun going through the
process reliving what makes

This is your moment
and I take all of the
magic you tell me and
create a ceremony just
for the two of you.

MARRIED
BY
JAY

I come with less stress
~ Structure
~ Moments of genius
~ Planning experience
~ a choice packages and
a whole heap of creativity

us truly us”
Hannah and Marcus
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Who is this crazy celebrant
Hi, I’m Jay
I’m Brisbane based and have an addiction to… apart from shiny things.

the “Love Buzz” it gets me every time. This buzz comes in so many forms; from our
catch-ups to the day itself and the vibes that come with it all. It’s this bubble that
makes you smile and want more.
My celebrant vibe is one of fun, not the kind of fun where someone pays out your
grandma, fun as in the laughs, tears and smiles and the way I interact and conduct
your ceremony.
I’m a true believer that people remember how you made them feel in the moment, how
your story is told is so important and is customised to the two of you. I go out of my
way to create little moments that matter through the who process and even more on
your day.

“Jay Jay goes well
above and beyond to
make your special day
and absolute dream!!
His quirkiness and
vibrancy makes the
whole place light up!
Jay's personal touch
and attention to detail
makes him the BEST

celebrant

”

To get all the amazing stories & information I need. I have a created a lounge-room
picnic pack. Because who doesn’t love, snacks, drinks and a chat about the biggest
day of your lives. It’s time for the two of you, to discuss the finer points of the day, tell
me all about the two of you and have some alone time with a secret section.
This is the secret element is sent back to me privately where you have told me all
about the person you are about to marry. The more you give me the more creative I
can get for you.
I take all of this goodness and intertwine your notes, to tell a bespoke story about the
two of you.

To make life a little easier, I give you access to your own client portal, where elements
are delivered to you like check-lists, questionnaires, hints and tips, suppliers lists and
as I get more and more creative you gain access to it all.
& to top it all off it is an option to have the ceremony printed into and read from one of
my amazing children's books, that you get to keep.
xx
Jay

What’s included…

Firstly what you won't get!
A bland ceremony that someone found on Google
Guests who have no idea what's happening
Lots of unnecessary stress!!
A celebrant that tries too hard to be funny. Humour is great; but there is a time and place and
etiquette.

What you will get, included in my fee

@smiledarlingphotography

“Jays approach to
weddings is both fun
and romantic,
sophisticated yet
relaxed, with a cheeky
amount of gin thrown

into the preparations!

”

Mark & JR

An initial (obligation-free) chat about your day; face to face, over the phone or video chat
A personalised ceremony that everyone will enjoy and engage in.
The choice of having your ceremony printed into and read from a children's book, versus an
iPad or printed copy (You also get to keep it)
The whole ceremony will be personal, enjoyable, full of romance and fun.
Unlimited email or chat.
Access to your own online portal with all of the legals, plus hints and tips inside
Your own lounge-room picnic session; to tell me all about the two of you. With a secret
section where you tell me about the amazing person you are standing opposite.
Ceremony run-through chat (Only if you want to)
Preparation of your hand written Australian Federal Government marriage certificate.
Preparation of legal marriage paperwork for the ‘Births Deaths and Marriages’ in the state
where the ceremony is held.
Lodgement with the relevant 'Births Deaths and Marriages' to ensure registration of your
marriage.
Collaboration with all of your suppliers involved in your ceremony to ensure everything goes
smoothly.
Delivery of your ceremony in a personal manner, by a confident celebrant
My Bose sound system with wireless mic's and blue-tooth
Confidence; that you have your biggest fan in the VIP section with you.

PACKAGES
Or as I like to call it the pick and mix,
because you can

CELEBRANT
Celebrant for the day
CELEBRANT & MC
With a choice of packages over 4 or 5 hours
WEDDING PLANNER
Your creative one stop shop for idea’s and
making sure the day is perfect and all taken care
of.
BOOJEE EVENTS
The ultimate package
MC, DJ & photobooth plus Celebrant

For a price list get in touch

“What can we say, booking
‘Married by Jay’ was one of the
best wedding preparation
decisions David & I made.
Having Jay as not only our
celebrant but also our Master of
Ceremonies was a brilliant idea.
From our first meeting, we felt
very relaxed with Jay. By the
second meeting, we were
drinking champagne together.
On our wedding day, he was like

”

a close friend
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